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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Case Information Widget has a history panel that displays a
list of recorded events for the cases, documents, tasks,
folders and comments. Which two of the following are true for
task history? (Choose two)
A. Event history is automatically logged for a task state
change from working to completed as part of base ACM product

and cannot be disabled or modified.
B. Task event history can be added, modified, or disabled by
changing the Audit Definitions on the Content Engine
CmAcmCaseTask object
C. Event history of a task reassignment is allowed
D. Event history of a change to a custom property on a task is
not allowed
E. Event history is automatically logged when a task state has
changed, a task is added, a task is deleted, or a task is
modified.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which changes to IPS will reduce resource usage and improve
performance? (Choose three)
A. In IPS sensors, disable signatures and rate based statistics
(anomaly detection) for protocols, applications and traffic
directions that are not relevant.
B. In custom signature, remove unnecessary keywords to reduce
how far into the signature tree that FortiGate must compare in
order to determine whether the packet matches.
C. In IPS filters, switch from 'Advanced' to 'Basic' to apply
only the most essential signatures.
D. In firewall policies where IPS is used, enable session start
logs.
E. In firewall policies where IPS is not needed, disable IPS.
Answer: A,B,E
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